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Some Introductory Thoughts 

 

Post-conflict reconstruction, longer-term assistance to fragile states, strengthening the 
institutional set-up of those states will remain for years to come a main task of the EU’s 
external engagement. It will in fact most likely become even more important over the next 
years as the current global crisis will hit the already shaky foundations of the Third World 
state system. Thus the urgency to tackle state fragility will dramatically increase. 

The EU’s field engagement in those missions in the Balkans, in Africa, the Middle East and 
elsewhere should inform  the planners of the next budget cycle about the necessary  
(substantially increased) financial provisions. In view of the established cost ratio between 
military and civilian missions of about 10 to 1, investment into soft power exercises – 
preventive as well as reactive – of any carefully budgeted civilian mission means taxpayers’ 
money well invested.  

From my own Balkans-experience even the best political intentions don’t succeed unless the 
EU speaks with one voice and is visible. This does not only apply for the field presence (EC-
Rep.; rotating Presidency; EU“Special Reps”); it is crucial that Council and Commission 
representatives in Brussels plan finance and execute EU-missions hand-in-glove (which of 
those two contributes how much money to a mission should not hold up the implementation 
of urgent projects in the field). 

It is after all a truism that the primary concern for the leadership level relates to the effect and 
the effectiveness of EU - financed projects. 

This I would like to exemplify with the Office of the High Representative (OHR) mission in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina: 

The financing model used for the OHR was based on a cost sharing key with other major 
international shareholders, mainly US, Canada, Japan, Russia and the OIC. The EU 
component, financed through the EC, was just above 50 % of the total, and later adjusted to 
some 53 %.  

Effect: EU held the key to the nomination of the High Representative. (The EU's 
formal toolset was of course additionally enlarged by the appointment of the HR as 
EUSR from 2002). It also could de facto never be ignored when joint decisions were 



made. Of course, the overall construction depended on a broader international mandate 
(Dayton/Paris and consecutive PIC decisions) 

 

Effectiveness: high - for shouldering roughly half of the costs of the OHR's main 
mission budget, the EU was able to exert maximum possible influence. This required 
also a political role for the EC's representatives in the oversight boards. 

 

Downsides: fixed cost sharing keys are difficult to adjust when bad debtors fail to 
make promised contributions. Single-source financed projects can be adjusted more 
easily to overall budgetary/political considerations. 

 

A few figures: OHR budget stood at € 32 million p.a. at the time of takeover in 1999; 
OHR had then some 700 staff, among which where 100 international contractors and 
some 200 administrative personnel (mostly local staff). Budget was reduced by several 
€ million every year during my tenure (2002: appr. € 28 million). 

 

 

He Who Gives Fast Gives Twice –  Simplify Procedures 

 

Example Public broadcasting system/media programme: EU/EC was crucial in supporting the 
build-up of an independent PBS. However, EC funding often came with such delays/hardly 
implementable rules that project nearly failed and needed support from third parties (e.g. UK) 

Thus: With all my appreciation for transparency and accountability which needs to 
fulfill high standards, the responsible top layer of the EC 
(Directors/DGs/Commissioners) needs to be able to take political allocation decisions 
when delays threaten to defeat the purpose. 

 

Example IJC (Independent Judicial Commission): push came from US who provided first $ 2 
mio and filled several key positions; EC paid much higher share in the long run but had far 
less influence in how the project developed.  

Thus: A Quick-Fund-Facility of sorts for strategic projects should be available in focal 
areas/countries for the EU to remain in the lead when strategically crucial (policy) 
choices are made (like in the case of the Bosnian judicial system between the – roughly 
speaking – “European” and the “US” judicial systems. The outcome is a strange and not 
always well understood melange). 



 

 

Some Concluding Thoughts 

 

My very own – and thus limited – experience with EU financial management in (post) conflict 
situations clearly points into the direction of simplification in order to make the Union’s crisis 
instruments more responsive and relevant. This would enhance the efficiency of EU actions as 
well as help better manage the sensitive transitions from conflict to post-conflict/humanitarian 
on to development assistance and to institution building and state consolidation. 

Finally: EU decision makers should take better and more systematic advantage of the, by 
now, trove of practical experience assembled within its body. Some sort of EU “institutional 
memory” tank should be set up to help to faster and further improve the Union’s crisis 
capacity, soft power performance, political visibility and standing in the world.   

  

 

 
 


